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ECCENTRIC PORTRAITS STATEMENTS
Barbara Bachner
From my beginnings as a portrait and figure artist, color has been my primary source, the
first decision I make as a painter. Whether translating a present visual image or letting my
method and process develop the work, as here in “Geisha and Mr. X,” it continues to be
an unfailing muse. The result often contains both elements, strong enough reference to
realism, abstract enough to mediate between the two practices.
Elizabeth Bisbing
My work addresses the concepts of the domestic and identity. These paper dolls also
include the element of play. The medium of painted paper collage has a childlike aspect
to it, in this way; it suits my work that comes from the position of myself as a child.
These paper dolls are based on that little girl. The doll – Little Betty Jane – has several
outfits all based on family photographs of me. She is ready for the Easter parade and a
trip to the beach. The myth created by the family photograph of me as a little girl has
limited reach. We never see her (me) digging in the mud and eating mud meatballs.
Bette Blank
Bette Blank's exuberant and often humorous work reflects her unique vision of the world,
drawing images and inspiration from popular culture and her own life. Her inventive use
of words in many of the paintings adds a fresh perspective to the often familiar subject
matter.
Didier Civil
The Haitian writer and journalist Aubelin Jolicoeur wrote extensively on French
Caribbean art and literature, he was best known as the gossip columnist "Petit Pierre" in
Graham Greene's novel of broken-down lives in 1960s Haiti, The Comedians (1966).
He passionately loved Haiti and its people. "When Aubelin dies," Haitians used to say, "a
part of Haiti will die too."
I was commissioned by the sponsoring organization to do a portrait of Aubelin Jolicoeur
and I re-used the mold on commission by Arnaud Robert, a journalist and a filmmaker
who visited my studio in Haiti and then brought it here to New York.
Lulu Ekiert
This portrait of a close friend is meant to commemorate a brief visit between the two of
us and serve as a diagnostic tool of her mind-body state in that moment. Working
quickly to outrun any trying, judgment, or projection on my part, what emerges is a
unique expression of unconditional love, truth, and freedom.
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Laura Elkins
Following a tour of the White House, soon after moving to Washington in 2000, I began
The White House Collection, a series of self-portraits as First Ladies. Use of these
international icons as a device for the self-portrait provides an inherent historical and
political twist, which can be exploited to incorporate current, political, and even
catastrophic events. In addition, the work maintains the personal, everywoman quality of
the self-portrait by reflecting the quotidian, while questioning our notions of femininity,
sexuality, and aging.
Rob van Erve
Rob van Erve's work has been described as a walk through a children’s book or as a look
at the planet from above.
Peter Franceschetti
A "Whiter Shade of Pale" depicts the pallor of one who has seen a ghost - a
foreshadowing of what he is to become coupled with the realization of what he will never
be. A nihilistic rendering of "self" reaching into the cosmic void - only to hear the echo of
his own cry.
Brenda Goodman
In this body of work Self-portraits 2003-2007, my desire is to address concerns I’m
facing as a 64 year old woman and artist, and through the process of painting myself,
extend the parameters of my specific personal issues to tap basic universal emotions and
conditions. I want to remove the veils between myself and the viewer, and communicate
the palpability of needs met, of needs unmet, of needs never met, of rage, of fear, of
vulnerability, of aging, and finally of mortality. My work is not about irony.
Martha Hughes
What is eccentric to some is not necessarily to others; many meanings can be read in a
face, or none at all, which is the pleasure of painting them.
Jason Lujan
At a rehearsal for a Native American dance performance, I asked a friend to try wearing a
piece of Japanese Samurai armor. I was interested in transposing Western and Eastern
traditional visualities, and in this case crossing gender lines by equipping a female with
armor customarily worn by males.
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Eva Melas
Open to interpretation by the viewer, the portrait is inspired by Surrealism. The main
themes I see are: political censorship, negative sexual relations, and the woman's voice,
unheard. The fruit is symbolic and celebratory of the inner power women hold.
Ann Pachner
My intention for the work “For Kali”, which is a variable grouping of 14 falling heads,
was to embody a process and truth that is very layered and paradoxical. In acting out,
instead of following an intuitive process that would be translated through the physicality
of making, I was able to access an energy that unfolded a process of letting go or
purification.
Michelle Stone
My portraits have layers of textured, acrylic skin that symbolize the depth and complexity
inherent in our nature. Our inner self is at times hidden under a façade and controlled, but
sometimes with or without our permission erupts and is exposed. I search for, play with,
twist and reveal some of the mystery.
Virginia Tyler
Nana Safo lives in Bu’oho village (also called Stone Village) in Ghana, West Africa. His
parents cannot afford the shoes, uniform, and book bag required for him to go to school,
so he goes to work. At 8 years old, he uses a small sledgehammer to break about 2 pans
full of gravel per day. The gravel is used for construction. Nana makes about $1.20 per
day. If boys and girls in his village cannot afford to go to school, they start pounding
gravel at 8-14 years old.
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